In the Spotlight - Chris Lockwood
Congratulations to Fen Drayton artist, Chris
Lockwood, who recently won first prize in
an art competition in Lion Yard, Cambridge.
This popular event was jointly sponsored by
Lion Yard Shopping Centre and Cambridge
Edition, and attracted much interest among
shoppers and visitors to Cambridge. Around
20 artists took part, each displaying an original work of art and the winner was chosen by
members of the public who viewed the pictures either on line or while visiting Lion
Yard, and voted for their particular favourite.

Over 500 votes were cast, and Chris was a
clear winner against stiff opposition, gaining
around 20% of votes cast. This follows a
tradition with Chris who won her first art
competition, advertised on the back of a
cereal box, when she was a little girl.
At school, her favourite lessons all included
various aspects of art – painting, design and
printing. Chris went to Chester College
where she did a foundation course in art
before going on to Nottingham Trent University where she not only gained a BA Honours
degree in textile design, but also found time
to meet her future husband, Colin, who was
born in the village and who was also studying in Nottingham at the same time.
After her degree, Chris, with a college friend
in Nottingham, set up their shop and business, Circus Prints, designing and hand printing fabrics. Some were sold to wholesalers,

while others were made into designer clothes
to be sold in their shop. Chris moved to Fen
Drayton in 1988 and she and Colin married
the following year. She worked from home,
painting her original designs, before she
printed them on fabric, making exclusive
designer T-shirts which she sold at craft fairs.
Watercolour has always been Chris’s favourite medium and she has continued to paint,
despite the many demands on her time. She
has two children, so looking after them while
they were young meant that her art time was
reduced. She worked as a volunteer at the
local primary school before becoming a
teaching assistant there, but still made time
to be involved in Hilton art group. Chris was
encouraged by family and friends to show
her work; this she has done for many years
at art exhibitions in and around Cambridge.
She has been a member of Open Studios for
a number of years, and prints their eye-catching yellow flags each year for herself and for
her fellow participants.
Open Studios is an annual event held in July
each year, where local artists, of many disciplines, welcome visitors to their homes
and/or studios to see the work they have
produced over the preceding year. You may

have had the chance to visit Chris and see her
fabulous pictures in July of this year. She
has a passion for bright colours and her main
inspiration is the beauty of nature – many of
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her pictures feature the flowers and trees
around us. Chris also draws inspiration from
local scenes such as the streets of Cambridge,
the stunning architecture of Venice and the
drama of open water. She loves the transparency and vibrancy of the paint as it runs and
blends on crisp white paper, creating a looseness and almost impressionistic style. Her
great talent allows her to ‘draw’ with her
paintbrush, rather than sketching with a pencil. Her recent winning picture Sunday Afternoon Punt was inspired by a stroll along the
backs in Cambridge one very sunny April
afternoon - yes, we did have sun in April! It
was one of those exceptional days when the
sunlight was particularly bright, casting
beautiful shadows across the pathway,
through the newly unfurled leaves on the
trees and onto the line of punts. With camera
and sketchpad in hand, Chris captured the
idyllic scene of a group of people leisurely
punting and soaking up the atmosphere outside Trinity College. She can often be seen
cycling along the guided busway, or walking
in the village, camera in hand, capturing
images that she can later use for her paintings.
Chris is a member of Cambridge Drawing
Society – a significant achievement as members have their pictures vetted before being
accepted for membership. Chris submitted
her work and was accepted at once: some
have to enter their artwork several times
before being accepted.
At a recent exhibition, Chris showed two of
her paintings of
Cambridge during
this year’s snowstorm: both sold
as soon as the exhibition opened, and
before any other
pictures were sold.
The idea for these
came one evening
as Chris and a
group of friends

left Cambridge Arts Theatre – snowflakes
were falling all around, and she took out her
tiny camera, which she invariably carries
with her, and captured that magical moment
of the hustle and bustle of people trying to
escape the snow. After a tortuous journey
home she still couldn’t wait to put brushes to
paper.
Chris is also a member of the Society of East
Anglian Watercolourists and regularly has
her work accepted for their exhibitions. Her
ultimate ambition is to show her work in the
Royal Academy summer exhibition and at
the Royal Institute of Painters in Watercolours and at the Mall Galleries in London – it
is considered to be the crème de la crème of
watercolour exhibitions. Who knows? Maybe one day it will happen.

Chris holds regular workshops where she
teaches local people of all ages and abilities.
These are very popular, as Chris is known to
be an enthusiastic and encouraging teacher.
She prepares a picture in advance and shows
her students how she achieved the finished
result, step by step. Her pupils then try to
follow her work.
Well done Chris on winning the competition,
which means you will be exhibiting your
work in Lion Yard at the end of the year. We
look forward to seeing you there.
Jo Treeby
Chris has a website where you can see more
of her work, buy original paintings, book
workshops and purchase her greeting cards.
www.chrislockwoodwatercolours.co.uk
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